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As a way to celebrate I get Summer Helena to np5. Today I will tell you how you can use your local granny in the form of a casual caster. And make the most of it. He is often called the waver of the poor and along with Hans merlin the poor man makes the life of the f2p player a little easier. (Until we get a
free ssr ticket) STATS AND DECKHelena have a standard Caster deck with QAAAB that allows it to get np more easily. Although his np acquisition doesn't seem to be so good at his kit, his deck and 3 hits rely on his art card to make up for it. Also his 6 hits on his quick card helped him produce some
stars of his own without the help of skill or buff. SKILLS AND WHICH ONE SHOULD YOU IMPROVE YOUR FIRST SKILLMana Tuning C (Increase NP Meter for all allies.) It is this skill that makes Helena ideal not only for farming but also for general battles. Although there are more waiters with np
gauges the width of the party, they are hard to get by the rarity or they are locked stories. But you can always count on your favorite grandmother to help you maximize your waiter's np meter. Be sure to maximize these skills first to make your farm and general fights easier. Something to note is that these
skills are more advantageous if the unit has a kaiscope given that together make 100% to use np but they are also waiters who have a 30% battery for themselves who can farm very well. Arash and Spartacus are two of the best examples. So give them a 50% ce np meter using their battery along with
Helena and your budget farming team ready to go.2ND SKILLMahatma A(Gain 5 Critical Stars every turn for 5 rounds)(Chance to increase np power by yourself by 50% for 1 round)Use of this skill depends on the ce and role you want Helena to have. With ce star genes like 2030 it makes it a special star
generator for the team or you could make it your dps because if the np buff lands it's high scale with another buff that you can give it not often that np fans go as high as it's mainly for 50%. Upgrade this last skill and use it depending on what the main role in the team is.3RD SKILLSearch for the Unknown
B(Increase all kinds of card effectiveness for 3 rounds for all allies)This is Helena's main source of support for her team. Unlike other support servants who focus on one type of buff card for one ally Helena helps to all kinds of cards for all teams but with less scale. Some people may think it's impractical
and better to focus on one card enthusiasts. Buff Helena lasts for 3 rounds unlike other types of budget cards in favor that only last for 1 round. It's a good skill around and can be used for all kinds of teams you want to run. Upgrade this second skill and try to have it along with other buffs for a higher
scale. Noble PhantasmHelena's Passive Skills and Passive Skills help in the general performance of his art cards in terms of damage and np np and how effective the np is. Speaking of his np it was aoe Noble Phantasm who ignored the defence and lowered the defence, critical level and debuff resist.
This is a very good np for agriculture or in a more difficult battle especially if the buff of his 2nd skill lands. It is better to use it first in the np chain so that other servants can take advantage of the downward defenses it renders to the enemy. Ce RecommendationsHelena's main role is support but she can
also work as a dps. For a supporting role ces gene stars like 2030 work best for him especially along with active 2nd skills. For the role of DPS try ce which gives the battery 50% along with an atk boost or an increase in the type of art card straight up. Golden Sumo, Holy Supper or Formal crafts to
enhance the art card. When you take her to farming she can have any kind of ce while the farm unit has their batteries ce and Helena is there to patch them up and prepare their np to go. His Ce Bond When equipped on Helena Blavatsky it increased the Party's Attack damage on murderers by 20%Ce is
remarkable for one reason. It helps you farm nodes with Assassin enemies. Given that their natural enemy Casters has a low atk modifier and can't do much damage in general Helena's ce helps a lot with it. Berseker's would be better off helping farm assassin enemies but along with Helena's fans and
her active ce ties it ensures that the killers are done for and won't cry them to death as usual. So if you want to farm assassin enemies give this ce away on him it will definitely help. TimHelena's recommendation can be included in any team as support given what he gives. As dps he mostly benefits from
Tamamo considering he is a servant of this type of art. Some defense fans from Mash or support waver give him some extra survival that he can definitely use to live longer. Jeanne with a similar card deck and both have star gene skills helped with her np acquisition and that the team will survive the np
attack. Special recommendations were given to Chiron who also had fan type cards for one ally and along with Helena it went up to 50% for all types of cards for one ally. My Final ThoughtsHelena is one of the really useful waiters for f2p players or people who are just starting to play fgo but as the game
progresses and releases more servants Helena has fallen in terms of usage. I'm not saying you can't use it anymore but there are other options he can do and can get more rewards. I really hope DW buffs its kit right away because it sucks that such a nice character is left out by all these op or relevant
new waitresses. He's a fan favorite of mys and seeing him get love will make me happy. Thank you for your time and luck with a call in Summer 3 or Summer 2 if you are still calling. Interlude Profile Status Source Source CoverBackground CoverBackground Skill Upgrade Max Bond CE Status Status
Name Helena Blavatsky Alias Helena Petrovna Blavatsky Class Caster ID No. 100 Rarity ★★★★ SR Cost 12 Max LV 80 ATK Lv.1 1,438 HP Lv.1 1,901 ATK Lv.80 8,629 (10,629) HP Lv.80 11,882 (13,882) ATK Lv.90 9,535 (11,535) HP Lv.90 13,139 (15,139) ATK Lv.100 10,448 (12,448) HP Lv.100
14,407 (16,407) Servant Skills Mana Tuning C Increase NP Gauge Target:All Allies Charge Time:9 turn(s) Lv.1 Lv.2 Lv.3 Lv.4 Lv.5 Lv.6 Lv.7 Lv.8 Lv.9 Lv.10 10% 11% 12% 13% 14% 15% 16% 17% 18% 20% Mahatma A Gain Critical Stars per turn (5 turns)Chance to increase NP Strength by 50% (1
turn) Target:Self Charge Time:10 turn(s) Lv.1 Lv.2 Lv.3 Lv.4 Lv.5 Lv.6 Lv.7 Lv.8 Lv.9 Lv.10 560% 562% 564% 566% 568% 570% 572% 574% 576% 580% Search for the Unknown B Increase Buster Card effectiveness (3 turns)Increase Arts Card effectiveness (3 turns)Increase Quick Card effectiveness
(3 turns) Target :All Allied Cost Time:9 turn Lv.1 Lv.2 Lv.3 Lv.4 Lv.5 Lv.6 Lv.7 Lv.8 Lv.9 Lv.10 15%15%15% 15.5%15.5%15.5% 16%16%16% 16.5%16.5%16.5% 17%17%17% 17.5%17.5%17.5% 18%18%18% 18.5%18.5%18.5% 1 Skill Charging Time 9%19%19% 20%20%20% will be reduced by 1 lap
at [Lv.6] and [Lv.10], reducing it by a total of 2 rounds when you reach the maximum level. Class Skills Territory Creation A Increases The Effectiveness of Art Cards by 10% Construction Item B Debuff Success Rate by 8% Helena Blavatsky – Sanat Kumara Command Cards Profile Illustrator and Voice
Illustrator Matsuryuu CV Kanemoto Hisako Character Info A female occult from the 19th Century, founder of theosophy. Despite being married young to a Russian arisan, she soon eloped and then lived beautifully in the wizarding world. Known as Madame Blavatsky. He is thought to have immersed
himself in mysticism because he believed in the existence of the continent lemuria, eventually coming into contact with the higher existence of 「Mahatma」 and his collective body 「Hierarchies」, gaining a lot of wisdom in the process. If that had indeed happened, he might have caught a glimpse of the
possibility against Root. Parameters Strength E Endurance E Agility D Magic A Luck A NP A Background 1 High &amp;amp; Weight 145 cm ‧ 38 kg Chaotic Alignment Series Good Fate / Grand Order Gender Women Origin History European Region Comments The country she likes is India. The
organisation he hates is the SRP (British paranormal research society). The background of 2 magical Magus born as a sudden mutation. He pointed to the predecessors who reached the Roots as 「Mahatma」 and 「Hierarchies」, and assigned (assumed) them to a higher existence. Helena herself is
said to always feel their messages, but for others to feel the same way, the same kind of talent (unique magic circuits) as she would be required. It is most likely that the continents of Lemuria and Mahatma are not there is, and he is magic, which performs strange interpretations of the world」. Background
3 As a Servant, he manifests as an all-rounder Caster who manipulates much of the ancient and modern magic that is the basis for theosophy. He was shown to have a handle on ancient Egyptian magic and even the baptismal rituals of the Holy Church; but, as expected, it seems that those who are old-
fashioned don't really forte it. Background 4 Sanat KumaraVenusian God, Heavenly Lord of the FlameRank: AType: Anti-ArmyRange: 1~50 Maximum Target: The 150A flying object reveals itself and attacks the surroundings. Although he is happy to say that 「this is the secret art of theosofi, which
temporarily reproduces the power of Sanat Kumara (The Devil's King defender), a divinity assumed to have flown from Venus to Earth and one of earth's creation gods!」, the true identity of the flying object is unknown. Background 5 Item Creation: BProduction of devices that bring magical power. Once it
manifests, Blavatsky will always make several small, patterned automata copies after the right hand that once served him, 「Colonel Olcott」, easily uses them for this and as a substitute for helpers. By the way, they're not very suitable for battle. Background 6 It seems he has a lot of desire for the Holy
Grail. He said that he could not trim them into one, but it is not known if that actually happened. ... You really have nothing but unknown, Miss Blavatsky.「Don't you think that a mysterious woman is okay? Not that - there is only one truth, which people cannot feel; all are known by Mahatma!」 Interlude
Quest Chapter Interlude Quest Ascension Bond Clear Reward Chapter 1the World that She Sees〉〉〉2nd Stage♦♦♦♦♦Bond Lv.3 6th Singularity:Camelot Ascension Material Cost Increase Material Required ₦〉〉Stage 1 Increment50,000 QPSynthesis ResourceA Quantum Particle.A fluctuation in
spiritron that provides many possibilities. Used as fuel to do all sorts of magecraft.50.000 QP 4 ₦〉Stage 2 Increment150,000 QPSynthesis ResourceA Quantum Particle.A fluctuations in spiritron that provide many possibilities. Used as fuel to do all sorts of magecraft.150.000 QP 10 12 ₦〉〉Stage 3
Increment500,000 QPSynthesis ResourceA Quantum Particle.A fluctuations in spiritrons that provide many possibilities. Used as fuel to do all sorts of magecraft.500.000 QP 4 8 ₦〉〉Stage 4 Increment1,500,000 QPSynthesis ResourceA Quantum Particle.A fluctuations in spiritron that provide many
possibilities. Used as fuel to do all sorts of magecraft.1.500.000 QP 10 8 10 Skill Enhancement Material Cost Level Required Material Lv.1 → Lv.2100.000 QPSynthesis ResourceA Quantum Particle.A in spiritrons that provide many possibilities. Used as fuel to do all magecraft.100.000 QP 4 Lv.2 →
Lv.3200.000 QPSynthesis ResourceA Quantum Particle.A fluctuations in spiritron provide many possibilities. Used as fuel to do all sorts of magecraft.200.000 QP 10 Lv.3 → Lv.4600.000 QPSynthesis ResourceA Quantum Particle.A fluctuations in spiritrons that provide many possibilities. Used as fuel to
perform all sorts of magecraft.600.000 QP 4 Lv.4 → Lv.5800.000 QPSynthesis ResourceA Quantum Particle.A fluctuations in spiritrons that provide many possibilities. Used as fuel to perform all sorts of magecraft.800.000 QP 10 4 Lv.5 → Lv.62 million QPSynthesis ResourceA Quantum Particle.A
fluctuations in spiritrons that provide many possibilities. Used as fuel to perform all sorts of magecraft.2,000,000 QP 4 8 Lv.6 → Lv.72.500.000 QPSynthesis ResourceA Quantum Particle.A fluctuations in spiritron that provide many possibilities. Used as fuel to do all sorts of magecraft.2.500.000 QP 10 8
Lv.7 → Lv.85 million QPSynthesis ResourceA Quantum Particle.A fluctuations in spiritron that provide many possibilities. Used as fuel to do all sorts of magecraft.5,000,000 QP 16 3 Lv.8 → Lv.96 million QPSynthesis ResourceA Quantum Particle.A fluctuations in spiritrons that provide many possibilities.
Used as fuel to perform all sorts of magecraft.6.000.000 QP 9 16 Lv.9 → Lv.1010.000.000 QPSynthesis ResourceA Quantum Particle.A fluctuation in spiritron that provides many possibilities. Used as fuel to do all sorts of magecraft.10.000.000 QP 1 Maximum Bond Craft Essence Rarity Image Name Hp
ATK Icon Effect 4★ 100 100 When equipped for Helena Blavatsky (Caster) only,Apply Special Attack [Assassin] 20% to all allies while he is in the field
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